Want to help build technology for the future?
Shaping the way forward through Open Source collaboration

There are common software foundations that everyone wanting to deploy Arm-based solutions needs. Linaro provides a forum to collaborate on these common Open Source software requirements, enabling companies to share the workload and development costs. Everything Linaro works on is done in the open and can be downloaded by developers across the world.
Collaborating openly with leading-edge technology companies and open source communities enables a lot of bright people to come together and solve a problem once. Linaro is consistently listed as one of the top five company contributors to the Linux kernel and a major contributor to over 70 open source projects, often as maintainers.

Be part of something bigger
Join a global and diverse team

Linaro has a global presence with employees based in over 25 countries. Every six months the company comes together at Linaro Connect to collaborate on Open Source technology together with other leading-edge technology companies. Linaro Connect takes place in a different location everytime, in the US, Asia and Europe.
Why wait for the future to come to you?

Our internships give you the power to accelerate your career prospects.

"A year and a half ago, I was an intern at Linaro as a Marketing and Events Assistant. Once my internship was over, my Manager told me that she would be happy for me to come back after graduating. I returned to university and 6 months later I was back in Linaro for my second internship. I have now been a Linaro employee since last August as an Events and Social Media Coordinator and I am really pleased to be part of the team."

Celia Ilardi
Entry Level, Events and Social Media Coordinator
A little less than a year ago I began my internship with Linaro. This internship was the last thing I had to do before graduating, and those six months were the time where I learned the most about Software Engineering, Machine Architectures and Infrastructure. Linaro's employees' expertise is renowned all over the Arm world, and by working with them, one cannot help but gain more knowledge, understanding and experience.

With my internship over, so was my Masters Degree, and I had the immense pleasure of having a full-time position as an Engineer proposed to me. As soon as my university allowed, I started working full-time on multiple and various projects, which I had the privilege to have some influence on. Solving bugs, adding new features and driving the projects forward is my every day routine, and I love it!

Baptiste Gerandeau
Entry Level, Engineer
Broaden your career prospects

Our internships give you the power to accelerate your career prospects.

A year ago, I was a Software Engineering Intern at Linaro. Through my internship I was able to find a practical application for the theory I had been learning at University. During my time as an Intern I created a facial recognition demo, and by the end of my internship I discovered the huge satisfaction of developing and completing a project. As I didn't have a background in Neural Networks at the time, I realised the joy of learning and diving deep into a topic on my own instead of following a lecturer's lesson plan. More recently I started as a Software Engineer full-time at Linaro after finishing university in May. As a member of the 96Boards team in Linaro I've had the opportunity to work in many topics which interest me, such as self-driving cars and neural networks which has been very fulfilling.

Theodore Grey
Entry Level, Engineer
What’s on offer

Join us as an Intern and you’ll learn, grow and contribute to one of the world's leading technology companies. All of our interns will receive exceptional learning and development opportunities with real-world work experience.

You will definitely work hard! But you will also come away with impressive experience that will help ensure that you are ready for the next step in your professional life. What’s more, if you show potential and demonstrate exceptional performance during your time with us, you may be considered for a full-time position.

Our three month **Summer Internship** is open to students in the advanced stages of their Master’s, who plan to graduate and start their career in the next 12 months. A three month summer internship will provide you with an introduction to the world of a global company. You’ll experience life in Open Source software engineering and have the opportunity to build your professional network, ready for when you graduate.

Our 12 month **Placement Internships** are ideal for someone looking to complete a placement year as part of their degree. They are designed to lay solid foundations for a successful career, giving you the opportunity to truly immerse yourself in one of our exciting business areas.
Whether you are looking to develop your career in Software Engineering, Finance, HR or Marketing, our unique and diverse company could be the key to your success.

**Team player**
Collaboration is how we operate. Being able to work and effectively communicate with teams and individuals in multiple locations is essential.

**Initiative taker**
Linaro is developing technology for the future! We want individuals who take initiative and think outside the box - dare to question the status quo.

**Eager learner**
No matter how much of an expert you become on a topic, we are firm believers that you can always improve. Being able to teach yourself, learn from others and take constructive feedback is key.

**Problem solver**
The technology we work on is challenging and complex. We want to see individuals who are motivated to solve problems and driven to excel.
How to apply?

Submit your CV to intern@linaro.org

When a relevant opening is available to match your interests and skillset, one of the team will contact you to arrange an interview.